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We are a B2B platform solutions 
provider servicing a full-suite product 
portfolio for iGaming incumbents 
combined with best-in-class management 
services.

Through our B2B solutions, Gamingtec 
offers a secure platform and customizable 
front-end design in the form of casino 
games and sports betting.

Gamingtec build and offer 
high-quality platform solutions 
for iGaming

Pure B2B supplier 
for the iGaming 
industry.

Evidenced by strong 
organic growth and 
profitability

All products 
reengineered from 
scratch and fully 
scalable, using state 
of the art technology.

Modular platform 
architecture allowing 
partial or full 
integrations

Unique design 
according to 
the product.

Fully modular 
products suite, 
delivered 
standalone to 
Client Platform.

OVERVIEW THE GROUP



PRODUCTS 
LINE-UP

1. WHITE LABEL
The fastest and most cost
way to place our platform at the 
centre of your business.

2. TURNKEY
We understand how important 
your Brand is and GT Turnkey is
tailor made for it.

3. CASINO
Complete solution to launch your 
online casino business quickly.

4. SPORTSBOOK
Complete sports betting solutions 
for competitive bookmakers

5. PAYMENTS
The gateway to the best PSPs 
worldwide, tailored to targeted 
markets.

6. AFFILIATES
Advanced Platform that can 
be integrated for any casino or 
sportsbook platform.

CASINOSPORTSBOOK

WHITE LABEL

TURNKEYPAYMENTS

AFFILIATES



What is GT White Label?

Our white label solution - the fastest and most cost-effective 
way to launch your casino or sportsbook brand!

Benefit from all the advantages of GT CORE, over 10,000 games from the best casino providers in the 
industry, 70,000+ sports events and a large variety of PSPs through our payments gateway, all under 
a GT front-end template of your choosing. Start today with GT White Label!



GT 
WHITHE LABEL
HIGHLIGHTS

10,000+ games by 
the top content 
providers

Custom payment 
methods

Large variety of 
Front-End templates 
to choose from

Flexible bonus engine to 
attract and retain clients

Setup fee of
€20,000 for a full
Turnkey solution

6-8 weeks
to go live



GETTING 
STARTED Launch your brand in up to 6 weeks 

with our platform!

Start a casino or sportsbook business within by benefitting
from the feature-rich Gamingtec platform at the centre of your 
business. Go live fast and cost-effective.



SPORTSBOOK

State-of-the-art sports betting for your 
existing business

Fully managed sportsbook

Event creation and pricing

In-play betting and statistics 

Risk management on

player level

Harnesses the power of AI

480000+
Events in 
pre-match

180000+
Live events in
30+ esport games

1000+
Esport
tournaments

840000+
Live HD in 100+ 
sports



CASINO

Complete solution to launch your online casino 
business quickly

SLOTS

LIVE CASINO

ROULETTE

CARD GAME CRASH GAMES

VIRTUAL  
SPORT

RNG Casino and Live Dealer
tables
More than 10000 games 

Dedicated Bonuses Functionality 

Multiplatform Frontend

Fully customizable



BONUS 
ENGINE

Wager real money first, then bonus funds

We have separate settings for casino and
sports bonuses, the conditions could be the same but only 
one type could be chosen

Freespins and freebets are available for the
entire list of providers

Offer Coded Bonuses to your players

Tournaments can be customized

Automated cashback bonus for both casino 
and sportsbook



PAYMENTS  
GATEWAY

Our payments gateway combines
payment methods and -

across multiple locations with a wide choice of currencies.

GT enables eCommerce clients to accept payments and 
payouts to using our technological innovation within a 
single integration.

GT gives an to each variety of 
custom-tailored products, features and technologies to simplify and
secure the payment process for consumers on any devises.

15+ countries in operation
100+ supported currencies

than 200 PSP to ensure you can choose the right 
payment process for your business strategy.



PWA 
APPLICATIONS

Smartphone users are a large and ever-growing audience. At the 
same time, application stores have limitations. Using Gamingtec, our 
partner can (adapt by wrapping) an
to a and update the without publishing it in the 
AppStore and PlayMarket.



Self-tuning of payment systems and transaction limits is always 
available to a partner through the This allows the partner 
to deal the and set up 
own

POWERFUL 
BACKOFFICE



RESPONSIVE  
DESIGN

Our websites have an adaptive design for both and desktop
versions.



ADVANCED 
CRM 

SOFTWARE

Multi-channel and automation capabilities beyond 
any other engagement platform.
Accuracy with real-time data can reduce your bonus cost
by 5-10%.
Increasing productivity of operational teams by 60%.
Scale fast and without fear of regulatory penalties. 
Banish tech backlog, outsource new service integrations.



FAST TURNOVER
The time from signing to the live delivery of your brand is far quicker than industry standard, taking no more 
than 6-8 weeks.

MINIMAL INVOLVEMENT
The process is simplified - you need only choose the template and the components. The rest will be taken care of.

CHOICE OF TEMPLATES AND LIBRARIES
A big collection of templates and libraries to choose from, with an amazing front-end and clear structure, 
based on only the latest technology standards.

Why choose GT White Label?



gamingtec
Gamingtec is an international
company that offers full 
turnkey B2B software solutions 
for the iGaming industry.

London, United Kingdom 
www.gamingtec.com 
info@gamingtec.com

LET´S  
TALK
Andrei Beu

and tec.com

info@gamingtec.com


